
Chapter 13



 Can set float to left, right or none

 Example:
.floatRight { float: right;}

could be applied to image 
<img class=“floatRight”>

 Example – create a sidebar
.sidebar {

float: left;

width:  170px;

}

 Use none to override an applied float



1. Wrap each column in a div with a class or id

2. Float the sidebar div right or left

3. Set a width for the floated sidebar

4. Add left margin to the main content



Creating a two-column layout is a 

simple matter of floating a <div> tag 

to the left (top). To make a sidebar 

move from the left to right side of the 

page (middle), just change the 

sidebar’s CSS styling to float:right. 

You don’t need to make any other 

changes to your CSS or HTML.



 Set a pixel width for the body tag

 OR surround all the tags in the body within a “wrapper” div and set a pixel width, 
then set left and right margin to auto to center





 It’s also ok to float all columns

 First column left

 Middle column left

 Right column 

 Can be used to make more columns

 Pay attention to widths.  If the column doesn’t fit in container, a float will “drop” 
below the others.

 Floating all lets you change the order within the HTML - this could be important for 
screen readers and search engines (most important info should go first)

 Layout resources:

 http://blog.html.it/layoutgala/

http://blog.html.it/layoutgala/




 Use rows and columns to organize content

 Foundation

 Bootstrap

http://foundation.zurb.com/grid.html
http://getbootstrap.com/2.3.2/


 Sometimes you don’t want content to fill in
(footer)



 If floated element is bigger than it’s non-floated container, it can stick out

 Floated elements can bump into other floats (stair-stepped effect)



 Add clearing element to bottom of containing div

<br class=“clear”>

br.clear {clear: both;}

 Float the containing element - floated container expands to fully contain any 
floated elements inside it (add a clear to whatever follows)

 Use overflow:hidden to a style for the containing block (forces the container 
element to expand and contain the floated elements)

 Micro clear fix - see book





 For 2 columns:

 Put the sidebar and main content divs in a wrapper

 Set the bg color that you want for the sidebar  for the wrapper

 NO color for the sidebar -- it will inherit wrapper bg color

 For 3 columns

 Use 2 wrappers

 Use background image for first wrapper, repeat-y left top

 Use bg image for 2nd wrapper, repeat-y right top

 difficult with percentage widths, so could also use 
1 wrapper with a bg image linear gradient with 2 stops



 Caused by not enough room 
to hold the columns



 Math - add the widths, padding, borders, and margins of all columns

 Don’t use padding or margins, instead use percentage widths that add to 100 and 
nest divs within the columns add padding and borders to the inner div (no width 
for inner div)

 Use box-sizing: border-box -- this tells the browser to include padding, borders, 
and CSS width (even sipported by IE8!)


